5. Examples of Data Collection Software

Data
Name of Software
Collection
Type
Activity (Internal) Data
Online
Google Forms
Form/Survey

Microsoft Forms

Kinaki

Spreadsheet

Excel
Google Sheets

LibreOffice

www.salanga.org

Description/Notes

Free?

Online/Offline

Create custom forms for surveys and
questionnaires. Gather data in a spreadsheet
and analyse in Google Sheets or export data
to Excel.
Create surveys, quizzes, polls. Collects
responses in real time and provides charts to
visualize data. Can export to Excel.
Intuitive drag-and-drop survey design and
data collection. Analysis of qualitative and
quantitative data, visualization with charts,
tables, graphs.
Create, view, edit, share spreadsheets.
Formulas, graphs, charts.
Pre-made spreadsheet templates, built-in
formulas, charts and graphs, live
collaboration. Works with Excel.
Calc spreadsheet: free alternative to Excel.
Built-in wizards, templates. Works with
Excel.

Yes

Online

No*

Partially

No*
Yes

Yes

Offline

Self-administered Surveys
Online
Google Forms
Form/Survey
Microsoft Forms

See above.

Yes

See above.

No*
No

Kinaki

Create surveys and questionnaires, collect
data and analyse, filter and export results.
See above.

SurveyMonkey

See above.

No

Offline

No

Offline

Yes

Online

SurveyMonkey

On-site
Tablet

iPad and Android survey app for mobile
offline data collection. Design mobile survey
with drag-and-drop editor. Capture data on
smartphone, iPad or tablet. Real time survey
results. Manage one or hundreds of devices
and field workers.
Live Survey
Polleverywhere.com Create a poll with instant results during your
workshop/presentation. Export data for
further usage
Audience uses their smartphone to answer
Mentimeter
surveys and questionnaires. Visualize their
responses in real time. Share and export
results for further analysis.
Enumerator-administered Surveys
Offline
Used for primary data collection in the field.
KoBoCollect
Survey App
Enter data from interviews to device.
HarvestYourData

Online

Partially

Yes

Yes

Offline/Online

(android)
SurveyCTO

Offline
HarvestYourData
Survey App
SurveyMonkey
(android/
apple)
Case Management
Field data
Agile CRM
collection
SurveyCTO
Qualitative Data
Photos
KoBoCollect

Various
Qualitative
Data
Audio
(interview
recordings

Kinaki

Google Voice to
Text (part of Google
Docs

Visualize, analyse, share, download collected
data.
Collect data on Android and iOS mobile
No
devices in a secure way. Monitor and
visualize data. End-to-end encryption. Allows
for case management. Used globally for field
research and MEL.
See above.
No
See above.

No

Offline

Offline
Offline

Customer relations management software
that can be used for participant tracking.
See above.
Use a KoBo form for structuring your photos, Yes
Offline
with fields to note what are you taking the
picture of, to rate its characteristics, or to
add other information about it.
Kinaki plans to enhance its coverage of
Partially Online
Qualitative Data functions (from collection to
an Analysis)
Play back your recording to Google Voice to
Yes
Online
Text, let it transcribe it, then revise this text.

Transcribe by
Wreally
Word
clouding

Wordle

Convert interviews to text with automatic
No
transcription. Convert speech to text with
dictation.
Generate word clouds from text you provide. Yes

Offline

Offline/online

